
INVESTING IN CALDWELL:
value and  growth



FORWARD 
LOOKING 
STATEMENTS

We endeavour to be open and informative in our presentations.

However, we are not always correct in our expectations, and many 
circumstances can cause our forecasts and opinions to change; possibly 
materially so.

Any statements that we make today that may be considered to be 
forward-looking are based on current expectations that are subject to 
the significant risks and uncertainties described in our news releases and 
regulatory filings including our Annual Information Form and Annual and 
Interim Management Discussion and Analyses available at 
www.sedar.com. Please refer to these.  We assume no obligation to 
update any forward-looking statements or to update the reasons why 
actual results could differ from those reflected in the forward-looking 
statements unless required to do so under applicable securities laws. 
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FORWARD 
LOOKING 
STATEMENTS 
(CONT.)

Forward-looking statements in this document are based on current expectations that are subject to the significant risks and uncertainties cited. These forward-looking 
statements generally can be identified by use of statements that include phrases such as “believe,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “intend,” “plan,” “foresee,” “may,” “will,” 
“likely,” “estimates,” “potential,” “continue” or other similar words or phrases. Similarly, statements that describe our objectives, plans or goals also are forward-looking 
statements. 

Forward-looking statements are necessarily based upon a number of estimates and assumptions that, while considered reasonable by management, are inherently subject to 
significant legal, business, economic and competitive uncertainties and contingencies.  Material assumptions supporting these forward-looking statements include, among 
other things: assumptions regarding the number of clients and growth of the Company’s market, the price of the Company’s services; that expansion will occur and result in 
greater branding and business opportunities, that the Company will be able to obtain any necessary financing on acceptable terms, successful expansion to new markets, and 
assumptions regarding our management team's ability to implement our business plan, and general economic and financial market conditions.

We are subject to many factors that could cause our actual results to differ materially from those contemplated by the relevant forward looking statement including, but not 
limited to, software that we license from third parties, our ability to successfully recover from a disaster or other business continuity issues, successfully integrating or 
realizing the expected benefits from our acquisitions, adverse operating issues from acquired businesses, our ability to attract and retain key personnel; exposure to our 
partners taking our clients with them to another firm; the performance of the US, Canadian and international economies, including the impact of pandemic diseases; 
competition from other companies directly or indirectly engaged in executive search; liability risk in the services we perform; potential legal liability from clients, employees 
and candidates for employment; cybersecurity requirements, vulnerabilities, threats and attacks; damage to our brand reputation; our ability to align our cost structure to 
changes in our revenue; adverse governmental and tax law rulings; our ability to generate sufficient cash flow from operations to support our growth and fund any dividends; 
technological advances may significantly disrupt the labour market and weaken demand for human capital at a rapid rate; foreign currency exchange rate fluctuations; 
affiliation agreements may fail to renew or affiliates may be acquired; marketable securities valuation fluctuations; increasing dependence on third parties for the execution 
of critical functions; volatility of the market price and volume of our common shares; potential impairment of our acquired goodwill and intangible assets; and disruption as a 
result of actions of certain shareholders or potential acquirers of the Company. For more information on the factors that could affect the outcome of forward-looking 
statements, refer to the “Risk Factors” section of our Annual Information Form and other public filings (copies of which may be obtained on our corporate profile at 
www.sedar.com). These factors should be considered carefully, and the reader should not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements. Although any forward-looking 
statements are based on what management currently believes to be reasonable assumptions, we cannot assure readers that actual results, performance or achievements will 
be consistent with these forward-looking statements, and management’s assumptions may prove to be incorrect. Except as required by applicable securities laws, we do not 
undertake to update any forward-looking statements, whether written or oral, that may be made from time to time by us or on our behalf; such statements speak only as of 
the date made. 

No forward-looking statement or projections can be guaranteed. Accordingly, you should not place undue reliance on any forward-looking statements or information.  The 
reader is further cautioned that the preparation of the financial forecast included in this presentation requires management of the Company to make certain assumptions, 
judgments and estimates that affect the forecast of financial results, including sales, profit and costs. These estimates may change, having either a negative or positive effect 
on actual results as further information becomes available, and as the economic environment changes.  No statement in this document is intended to be nor may be construed 
as a profit forecast.

The Company’s forward-looking statements are expressly qualified in their entirety by this cautionary statement.
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Disclaimer This presentation is not, and under no circumstances is to be construed as, a prospectus, offering memorandum, or 
advertisement or a public offering of securities. Offers to sell, or the solicitations of offers to buy, any security can only be made 
through official offering documents that contain important information about risks, fees and expenses. Readers should conduct
their own due diligence, not rely on the financial assumptions or estimates displayed in this presentation, and are encouraged to 
consult with a financial advisor, attorney, accountant, and any other professional that can assist with assessing the information. 
This presentation should not be construed as legal, accounting, financial or tax advice to any individual, as each individual’s 
circumstances are different. No securities commission or similar regulatory authority has recommended or approved any 
investment or the accuracy or completeness of any of the information or materials provided by the Company.

The Company does not make any representation or warranty express or implied as to the accuracy or completeness of the 
information contained herein and no reliance should be placed thereon. It is not the intention to provide a complete or 
comprehensive analysis of the Company’s financial or business prospects. The information contained in these materials should be 
considered in the context of the circumstances prevailing at the time and has not been, and will not be, updated to reflect 
material developments which may occur after the date these materials were prepared, unless the Company is required to do so 
under applicable law. 

Where any opinion or belief is expressed in this presentation, it is based on the assumptions and limitations mentioned herein 
and is an expression of present opinion or belief only. No warranties or representations can be made as to the origin, validity,
accuracy, completeness, currency or reliability of the information. The Company disclaims and excludes all liability (to the 
extent permitted by law) for losses, claims, damages, demands, costs and expenses of whatever nature arising in any way out of 
or in connection with the information in this presentation, its accuracy, completeness or by reason of reliance by any person on
any of it. 

Historical statements contained in this presentation regarding past trends or activities should not be taken as a representation
that such trends or activities will continue in the future. In this regard, certain financial information contained herein has been 
extracted from, or based upon, information available in the public domain and/or provided by the Company. In particular, 
historical results of the Company should not be taken as a representation that such trends will be replicated in the future. 
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PRESENTERS

David Windley
David is president of IQTalent 
Partners and serves on 
Caldwell’s board of directors. 
David is an experienced leader 
in the talent acquisition and HR 
fields. As President of IQTalent 
Partners, he oversees the firm’s 
strategic direction, business 
development, and day to day 
operations. Prior to joining 
IQTalent Partners in 2015, he 
was chief human resources 
officer of Yahoo!

Chris Beck
Chris is chief financial officer of 
the organization and president 
of Caldwell’s executive search. 
He provides day-to-day 
leadership and management for 
the executive search business. 
His chief areas of focus are the 
firm’s growth strategies, 
processes and fostering a 
success-oriented environment 
inside the firm. Chris joined 
Caldwell in 2013.

John Wallace
John is chief executive officer 
of Caldwell. Since becoming 
CEO in 2008, John has effected 
a strategic growth plan for the 
firm that has included launching 
operations in the United States, 
Europe and Asia Pacific, while 
quadrupling the firm’s annual 
revenue. He also serves on the 
firm’s board of directors. 



CALDWELL 
TRANSITIONS

Additional focus 
on growth
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Caldwell Then
• Monoline high-end executive 
search
• Moderate growth (11%+ 10-
year CAGR), generous dividend 
(7%+), unused cash surplus
• Low capital markets profile

Caldwell Now
• Transformative acquisition of IQTalent 

Partners
• Full spectrum talent acquisition, 

adding candidate research, sourcing 
and full-lifecycle search at the 
professional level to existing executive 
search

• New board focus, including expanded 
use of balance sheet to support growth

• Higher growth, higher margins with 
focus on recurring revenue offerings

Caldwell Tomorrow
• Enabling organizations to thrive and 

succeed through seamless talent 
solutions that identify, recruit, 
retain, engage and include the best 
people

Leveraging executive search as Caldwell’s “crown 
jewel”
• Trusted client relationships are with CEO/CHRO/Head of 

Talent Acquisition
• Opportunity to expand service lines into higher 

growth/margin adjacencies organically and with M&A
• Balance sheet capacity to expand technology 

investment/integration



CALDWELL TODAY

Seamless talent 
acquisition

Our on-demand model 
and innovative technology 
platform put custom 
research at your 
fingertips – in 3 to 5 days.

Candidate 
Research 

Taking research a step 
further, we’ll deliver a 
list of candidates with 
confirmed interest in 
your open role.

Candidate 
Sourcing 

With expertise, adaptable 
tactics and the latest in AI, 
we will research, source 
and assess interested and 
qualified candidates at 
the professional level.

Professional
Search 

We recruit transformative 
executives at the board, CEO 
and senior leadership levels.
This full-service high-touch 
solution is delivered by a 
team of the most experienced 
professionals in the industry.

Executive 
Search

Leveraging highly 
respected, results-driven 
assessments to align talent 
and business strategies, 
driving better results. 

Caldwell
Analytics

IQTalent Partners Caldwell
All Hiring Levels Mid-Senior Levels Executive & Board Level Organizational EffectivenessAll Hiring Levels

Hourly, on-demand pricing Retained assignment-based pricing

Caldwell is a technology-powered talent acquisition firm specializing in recruitment at all levels. We leverage the latest innovations 
in AI to offer an integrated spectrum of services delivered by teams with deep knowledge in their respective areas, allowing us to 
have a more significant impact on our clients’ long-term success.

We operate through two distinct segments – retained executive search and analytics solutions are conducted as Caldwell and 
on-demand talent acquisition augmentation solutions are conducted as IQTalent Partners (IQTP).

Collectively, we believe talent transforms, and our purpose is to enable organizations to thrive and succeed by helping them 
identify, recruit and retain the best people.
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CALDWELL
SNAPSHOT

50 YEARS
of transforming talent with a 
heritage in executive search

~700/YR
C-suite and executive 
level searches 

~ $150K CAD
average executive search fee 

20 LOCATIONS
Globally

TSX: CWL; OTCQX: CWLPF 

PUBLICLY-TRADED

46 EXECUTIVE SEARCH
PARTNERS

>$125M CAD
Annualized revenue run rate

~ $60M CAD
Market cap

~ $12M CAD
cash available for investments

~445 FTE WORKFORCE
~ 145 performing executive search
~ 300 performing on-demand talent acquisition augmentation 
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United States

UK/Other

8%
Canada 4%

88%

Revenue



GEOGRAPHIES
We foresee continued 
expansion in the United 
States, and further 
expansion into Europe 
and Asia Pacific in a 
possible affiliate/joint 
venture approach.

INVESTING FOR 
THE FUTURE
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Multiple 
opportunities to 
invest and grow

• Organic

• Acquisitions

SOLUTIONS
There are complementary services that would 
expand our spectrum of solutions:

− Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (“DEI”) 
consulting to help clients attract, retain and 
develop diverse talent.

− Interim/fractional executives for project work.

− Talent strategy consulting, leveraged by 
Caldwell Analytics.

TECHNOLOGIES
AI search technology for 
better identification of, 
and ability to connect 
to, passive candidates.

Talent
Transforms

Caldwell 
Executive 

Search

Talent 
Lifecycle 
Solutions

IQTalent 
Partners



HISTORICAL 
REVENUE TREND

Caldwell is now on 
an accelerated 
growth trajectory, 
following a decade 
of moderate 
growth

Executive search 
anticipated to 
moderate after 
volume easing 
then continue  8-
10% growth 
beginning again in 
f’23
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Note: f’21 IQTP revenue of $23.2 million represents eight-month ownership 
period since acquired on 12/31/20.
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MANAGING 
THROUGH COVID

— Our first half of f’20 ended February 28, 2020 was the best in our history.

— The pandemic’s impact was immediate in March and we swiftly adjusted.

— Ability to service clients was only minimally impacted—shift to virtual was 
seamless. Shrinking real estate footprint and less travel reduced the negative 
impact.

— Fiscal 2020 Q3 (ended May 31, 2020) and Q4 (ended August 31, 2020) were 
essentially a bottom period in the trough—revenue decreased by 
approximately 45%.

— Dramatic rebound in fiscal 2021 revenue in executive search at all-time highs 
and trending higher.

— Focus for fiscal 2022 is continuing to add partners, expanding Caldwell 
Analytics and integrating IQTP’s back-office functions into Caldwell.
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CALDWELL
EXECUTIVE 
SEARCH METRICS

Strong business 
momentum—
metrics trending 
upward

Anticipating some 
post-pandemic 
surge easing in 
volumes
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GROWTH PATH

Consistent, 
high growth

— IQTP 2016-2019 CAGR 46.3%

— Recovered from pandemic with resumed growth trend

— Do not anticipate an easement from post-pandemic “surge”

— 25%-35% annual organic growth anticipated for next several years
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Please refer to the 
Forward Looking 
Statements slide at 
the beginning of 
this presentation.
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f'21 rev history

						Caldwell		IQTP		Total				Canada		US		UK		Total

				f'08		$14.5				$14.5				$14.5		$0.0		$0.0		$14.5

				f'09		$12.7				$12.7				$11.0		$1.7		$0.0		$12.7								1000

				f'10		$26.9				$26.9				$12.0		$14.9		$0.0		$26.9

				f'11		$34.2				$34.2				$12.8		$21.5		$0.0		$34.2

				f'12		$32.7				$32.7				$10.2		$22.5		$0.0		$32.7

				f'13		$33.8				$33.8				$11.6		$22.3		$0.0		$33.8

				f'14		$45.1				$45.1				$13.4		$31.7		$0.0		$45.1

				f'15		$54.5				$54.5				$16.4		$37.1		$1.0		$54.5

				f'16		$58.7				$58.7				$12.5		$44.0		$2.2		$58.7				10.9%

				f'17		$57.8				$57.8				$15.2		$41.7		$1.0		$57.8

				f'18		$66.5				$66.5				$14.5		$49.8		$2.2		$66.5

				f'19		$70.4				$70.4				$16.2		$53.3		$1.0		$70.4

				f'20		$56.9				$56.9				$10.8		$42.8		$3.2		$56.9

				f'21		$96.1		$23.3		$119.4										$75.8

				f'22 Plan		$83.4		$52.6		$136.0										$107.7



		2009		$12.7

		2019		$70.4		years

		CAGR		18.7%		10

		2010		$26.9

		2019		$70.4		years

		CAGR		11.3%		9

		2010		$26.9

		TTM 2020		$119.4		years

		CAGR		14.5%		11

		2013		$33.8

		TTM 2020		$119.4		years

		CAGR		23.4%		6



Annual Professional Fees Trend (CAD $ in millions)



Caldwell	
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Annual Professional Fees Trend (CAD $ in millions)
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Annual Professional Fees Trend (CAD $ in millions)

Caldwell	
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Annual Professional Fees Trend (CAD $ in millions)

Caldwell	
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Financial Path

		All amounts in CAD

		CAD $ in millions		TTM 5/31/21		f21 (Q3*2)		f22		f'23		f'24

		Caldwell		75.8		91.5		75.8		83.4		91.7

		IQTP (all periods)		20.9		27.8		36.1		47.0		61.1

		Acquisition(s)		- 0		- 0		20.0		43.0		49.4

		Total revenue		96.7		119.3		131.9		173.4		202.2

		As discussed in our Q3 MD&A outlook, July activity remained strong. F'21 (Q3*2) reflects

		 what our financial results will be assuming Q4 is the same as Q3.

		Caldwell reflects an easeback of average # of searches per partner in f'22 then 10% growth

		IQTP reflects 30% growth

		Acquisitions assumes one $20 million revenue acquisition in f'22 and one in f'23, each with 15% growth





IQTP Revenue Trend

		IQTalent Partners, Inc.																																																																																																																																				Dec-21		Dec-22

		Profit and Loss - Accrual Basis - DETAILED				All amounts in USD unless otherwise noted																																																																																																																												Revenue Sensitivity:				0.0%		0.0%

		Historical and Projected

								1,000																																																																																																																								% rev growth		31.4%		-31.7%		41.2%		21.1%				First 1/2		Back 1/2

				Jan		Feb		Mar		Apr		May		Jun		Jul		Aug		Sep		Oct		Nov		Dec		Total

		2016		350		325		314		355		439		416		449		406		424		418		460		460		4,816

		2017		477		462		465		639		539		653		597		527		601		556		571		580		6,666

		2018		606		663		692		843		935		1,068		1,059		1,021		1,123		1,147		1,378		1,267		11,802								37.4%		73.3%		31.4%		-32.2%		137.9%

		2019		1,172		1,225		1,144		1,311		1,321		1,286		1,202		1,343		1,413		1,313		1,539		1,240		15,509

		2020		1,238		1,182		1,087		538		429		471		423		573		841		1,103		1,143		1,480		10,508

		2021		1,476		1,846		2,499		2,430		2,230																				38.227%		20,045,860















																								Jan		Feb		Mar		Apr		May		Jun		Jul		Aug		Sep		Oct		Nov		Dec

																						2016		350,029		324,882		314,151		355,072		439,269		415,592		448,647		405,746		424,005		418,343		460,179		460,234		4,816,150

																						2017		476,750		461,632		465,328		638,698		538,750		652,684		597,278		526,675		601,171		555,838		571,114		580,320		6,666,237

																				10,649,037

																				(167,880)

																				10,481,157

																																12/31/15

																								Month		IQTP Revenue (USD)						workdays		workdays

																								1/31/16		350		350		350		22		15.9

																								2/29/16		325		361		360		21		15.5

																								3/31/16		314		373		371		23		13.7

																								4/30/16		355		385		382		21		16.9

																								5/31/16		439		397		394		22		20.0

																								6/30/16		416		410		405		22		18.9

																								7/31/16		449		423		417		21		21.4

																								8/31/16		406		437		430		23		17.6

																								9/30/16		424		451		442		22		19.3

																								10/31/16		418		465		456		21		19.9

																								11/30/16		460		480		469		22		20.9

																								12/31/16		460		496		483		22		20.9

																								1/31/17		477		511		497		22		21.7

																								2/28/17		462		528		512		20		23.1

																								3/31/17		465		545		527		23		20.2

																								4/30/17		639		562		543		20		31.9

																								5/31/17		539		580		559		23		23.4

																								6/30/17		653		599		576		22		29.7

																								7/31/17		597		618		593		21		28.4

																								8/31/17		527		638		611		23		22.9

																								9/30/17		601		659		629		21		28.6

																								10/31/17		556		680		647		22		25.3

																								11/30/17		571		702		667		22		26.0

																								12/31/17		580		724		687		21		27.6

																								1/31/18		606		747		707		23		26.3

																								2/28/18		663		771		728		20		33.1

																								3/31/18		692		796		750		22		31.5

																								4/30/18		843		822		772		21		40.1

																								5/31/18		935		848		795		23		40.7

																								6/30/18		1,068		875		818		21		50.9

																								7/31/18		1,059		904		843		22		48.1

																								8/31/18		1,021		933		868		23		44.4

																								9/30/18		1,123		963		894		20		56.2

																								10/31/18		1,147		993		920		23		49.9

																								11/30/18		1,378		1,025		947		22		62.6

																								12/31/18		1,267		1,058		976		21		60.3

																								1/31/19		1,172		1,092		1,005		23		51.0

																								2/28/19		1,225		1,127		1,034		20		61.2

																								3/31/19		1,144		1,164		1,065		21		54.5

																								4/30/19		1,311		1,201		1,097		22		59.6

																								5/31/19		1,321		1,239		1,129		23		57.4

																								6/30/19		1,286		1,279		1,163		20		64.3

																								7/31/19		1,202		1,320		1,198		23		52.3

																								8/31/19		1,343		1,363		1,233		22		61.0

																								9/30/19		1,413		1,407		1,270		21		67.3

																								10/31/19		1,313		1,452		1,308		23		57.1

																								11/30/19		1,539		1,498		1,346		21		73.3

																								12/31/19		1,240		1,546		1,386		22		56.4

																								1/31/20		1,238		1,596		1,428		23		53.8

																								2/29/20		1,182		1,647		1,470		20		59.1

																								3/31/20		1,087		1,700		1,514		22		49.4

																								4/30/20		538		1,755		1,559		22		24.5						Sept 20		841

																								5/31/20		429		1,811		1,605		21		20.4						Oct 20		1,103

																								6/30/20		471		1,869		1,653		22		21.4						Nov 20		1,150

																								7/31/20		423		1,929		1,702		23		18.4						Dec 20		1,480

																								8/31/20		573		1,991		1,752		21		27.3						Jan 21		1,521

																								9/30/20		841		2,055		1,805		22		38.2						Feb 21		1,906

																								10/31/20		1,103		2,121		1,858		22		50.2						 Mar 21		2,499

																								11/30/20		1,150		2,189		1,913		21		54.8						Apr 21		2,458

																								12/31/20		1,480		2,260		1,970		23		64.3						 May 21		2,281

																								1/31/21		1,521		2,332		2,029		21		72.4						 Jun 21		2,799

																								2/28/21		1,906		2,407		2,089		20		95.3						 Jul 21		2,709

																								3/31/21		2,499		2,485		2,151		23		108.7						 Aug 21		2,809

																								4/30/21		2,458		2,564		2,215		22		111.7						 Sept 21		2,962

																								5/31/21		2,281		2,647		2,281		21		108.6						 Oct 21		3,310

																								6/30/21		2,799						22		127.2

																								7/31/21		2,709						22		123.1

																								8/31/21		2,809						22		127.7







																												3.0%

																												0.357







																										350

																										2,281		38.5%











																								2016A		2017A		2018A		2019A		2020A		2021E

																						f/s		$   4,954,140		$   6,808,481		$   11,802,427		$   15,509,377		$   10,508,326		$   25,000,000







																								2016A		2017A		2018A		2019A		2020A		Q3 Annual

																						Sales Jrnl		$   4,816		$   6,666		$   11,802		$   15,509		$   10,508		$   28,636



																				2016-2109 CAGR				46.3%





























































































































































































































































































Monthly Revenue



2016	 Jan 	 Feb 	 Mar 	 Apr 	 May 	 Jun 	 Jul 	 Aug 	 Sep 	 Oct 	 Nov 	 Dec 	350.02946000000003	324.88225	314.15125	355.07150000000001	439.26925	415.5915	448.64699999999999	405.74624999999997	424.005	418.34346000000011	460.17874999999998	460.23399999999998	2017	 Jan 	 Feb 	 Mar 	 Apr 	 May 	 Jun 	 Jul 	 Aug 	 Sep 	 Oct 	 Nov 	 Dec 	476.75024999999999	461.63225	465.32749999999999	638.69749999999999	538.74974999999995	652.68425000000002	597.27750000000003	526.67499999999995	601.17100000000005	555.83749999999998	571.11424999999997	580.32000000000005	2018	 Jan 	 Feb 	 Mar 	 Apr 	 May 	 Jun 	 Jul 	 Aug 	 Sep 	 Oct 	 Nov 	 Dec 	605.62750000000005	662.50000999999997	692.37002000000007	842.72899999999981	935.44624999999996	1068.1787600000002	1059.0816799999998	1021.243635	1123.376135	1146.9532000000002	1377.9774100000002	1266.9435899999999	2019	 Jan 	 Feb 	 Mar 	 Apr 	 May 	 Jun 	 Jul 	 Aug 	 Sep 	 Oct 	 Nov 	 Dec 	1172.3557700000001	1224.75684	1143.73524	1310.5296499999999	1321.0687700000001	1286.3117500000001	1202.4869199999998	1343.0750800000001	1412.9557500000001	1313.33376	1538.6532	1240.1137800000001	2020	 Jan 	 Feb 	 Mar 	 Apr 	 May 	 Jun 	 Jul 	 Aug 	 Sep 	 Oct 	 Nov 	 Dec 	1237.7260000000001	1182.1198100000001	1086.6545000000001	538.3936666666666	429.32666666666671	470.61116666666669	422.8176666666667	572.89466666666658	841.4226666666666	1103.3589999999999	1143	1480	2021	 Jan 	 Feb 	 Mar 	 Apr 	 May 	 Jun 	 Jul 	 Aug 	 Sep 	 Oct 	 Nov 	 Dec 	1476	1846	2499	2430	2230	

$00s (USD) 









 IQTP Revenue (USD) 	42400	42429	42460	42490	42521	42551	42582	42613	42643	42674	42704	42735	42766	42794	42825	42855	42886	42916	42947	42978	43008	43039	43069	43100	43131	43159	43190	43220	43251	43281	43312	43343	43373	43404	43434	43465	43496	43524	43555	43585	43616	43646	43677	43708	43738	43769	43799	43830	43861	43890	43921	43951	43982	44012	44043	44074	44104	44135	44165	44196	44227	44255	44286	44316	44347	44377	44408	44439	350.02946000000003	324.88225	314.15125	355.07150000000001	439.26925	415.5915	448.64699999999999	405.74624999999997	424.005	418.34346000000011	460.17874999999998	460.23399999999998	476.75024999999999	461.63225	465.32749999999999	638.69749999999999	538.74974999999995	652.68425000000002	597.27750000000003	526.67499999999995	601.17100000000005	555.83749999999998	571.11424999999997	580.32000000000005	605.62750000000005	662.50000999999997	692.37002000000007	842.72899999999981	935.44624999999996	1068.1787600000002	1059.0816799999998	1021.243635	1123.376135	1146.9532000000002	1377.9774100000002	1266.9435899999999	1172.3557700000001	1224.75684	1143.73524	1310.5296499999999	1321.0687700000001	1286.3117500000001	1202.4869199999998	1343.0750800000001	1412.9557500000001	1313.33376	1538.6532	1240.1137800000001	1237.7260000000001	1182.1198100000001	1086.6545000000001	538.3936666666666	429.32666666666671	470.61116666666669	422.8176666666667	572.89466666666658	841.4226666666666	1103.3589999999999	1150	1480	1521	1906	2499	2458	2281	2799	2709	2809	







Extract

				f'19		f'20		TTM Q3 f'21		Q4 f'20		Q1 f'21		Q2 f'21		Q3 f'21

		Professional fees		$70.4		$56.9		$88.9		$11.1		$18.1		$24.0		$35.7

		Gross Profit		$17.4		$15.0		$24.6		$4.7		$4.8		$6.1		$9.0

		Adjusted EBITDA*		$3.9		$1.4		$6.2		-$0.2		$1.6		$0.7		$4.1

																				Professional fees













																				Gross profit











																				Adjusted EBITDA*













Professional Fees (CAD $ in millions)



 Professional fees 	

 f'19 	 f'20 	 TTM Q3 f'21 	 Q4 f'20 	 Q1 f'21 	 Q2 f'21 	 Q3 f'21 	70.448999999999998	56.866999999999997	88.948999999999998	11.052	18.053000000000001	24.009	35.734999999999999	 Gross Profit 	 f'19 	 f'20 	 TTM Q3 f'21 	 Q4 f'20 	 Q1 f'21 	 Q2 f'21 	 Q3 f'21 	17.402999999999999	14.961	24.638999999999999	4.6609999999999996	4.8259999999999996	6.0860000000000003	8.9660000000000011	 Adjusted EBITDA* 	 f'19 	 f'20 	 TTM Q3 f'21 	 Q4 f'20 	 Q1 f'21 	 Q2 f'21 	 Q3 f'21 	3.9430000000000001	1.3879999999999999	6.1589999999999998	-0.18	1.635	0.749	4.0549999999999997	





Gross Profit (CAD $ in millions)



 Gross Profit 	

 f'19 	 f'20 	 TTM Q3 f'21 	 Q4 f'20 	 Q1 f'21 	 Q2 f'21 	 Q3 f'21 	17.402999999999999	14.961	24.638999999999999	4.6609999999999996	4.8259999999999996	6.0860000000000003	8.9660000000000011	 Professional fees 	

 f'19 	 f'20 	 TTM Q3 f'21 	 Q4 f'20 	 Q1 f'21 	 Q2 f'21 	 Q3 f'21 	70.448999999999998	56.866999999999997	88.948999999999998	11.052	18.053000000000001	24.009	35.734999999999999	 Adjusted EBITDA* 	 f'19 	 f'20 	 TTM Q3 f'21 	 Q4 f'20 	 Q1 f'21 	 Q2 f'21 	 Q3 f'21 	3.9430000000000001	1.3879999999999999	6.1589999999999998	-0.18	1.635	0.749	4.0549999999999997	





Adjusted EBITDA* (CAD $ in millions)



 Adjusted EBITDA* 	

 f'19 	 f'20 	 TTM Q3 f'21 	 Q4 f'20 	 Q1 f'21 	 Q2 f'21 	 Q3 f'21 	3.9430000000000001	1.3879999999999999	6.1589999999999998	-0.18	1.635	0.749	4.0549999999999997	 Professional fees 	

 f'19 	 f'20 	 TTM Q3 f'21 	 Q4 f'20 	 Q1 f'21 	 Q2 f'21 	 Q3 f'21 	70.448999999999998	56.866999999999997	88.948999999999998	11.052	18.053000000000001	24.009	35.734999999999999	 Gross Profit 	

 f'19 	 f'20 	 TTM Q3 f'21 	 Q4 f'20 	 Q1 f'21 	 Q2 f'21 	 Q3 f'21 	17.402999999999999	14.961	24.638999999999999	4.6609999999999996	4.8259999999999996	6.0860000000000003	8.9660000000000011	







Financial Highlights

				fiscal '19		fiscal '20		TTM Q3 f'21						T9M f'21						Q4 f'20		Q1 f'21		Q2 f'21		Q3 f'21										Run-rate

		($000s Canadian)		8/31/20		8/31/20		5/31/21						5/31/21						8/31/20		11/30/20		2/28/21		5/31/21



		Professional fees		70,449		56,867		88,949						77,797						11,152		18,053		24,009		35,735										142,940



		Cost of sales		53,046		41,906		64,310						57,819						6,491		13,227		17,923		26,669

		Gross profit		17,403		14,961		24,639						19,978						4,661		4,826		6,086		9,066

		Gross margin		24.7%		26.3%		27.7%						25.7%						41.8%		26.7%		25.3%		25.4%



		General & administrative		15,595		11,195		17,640						15,281						2,359		3,399		6,033		5,849

		Operating Profit		1,808		3,766		6,999						4,697						2,302		1,427		53		3,217



		Adjustments to operating profit:

		D&A		614		461		432						316						116		93		108		115

		UK goodwill impairment		1,521		- 0		- 0						- 0						- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Government stimulus		- 0		(2,839)		(2,932)						(334)						(2,598)		(110)		(156)		(68)

		Acquisition-related costs		- 0		- 0		1,660						1,660						- 0		225		644		791

		Adjusted EBITDA		3,943		1,388		6,159						6,339						(180)		1,635		649		4,055

		Adjusted EBITDA margin		5.6%		2.4%		6.9%						8.1%						-1.6%		9.1%		2.7%		11.3%										1000















































Revenue Trend $MM

												1,000

																		Canadian Dollars

				post-elim				post-elim				CAD GAAP						GAAP		GAAP		GAAP

		Period		CAD IQTP		f/x		USD IQTP				Exec Search				Period		Caldwell		IQTP		Consol

		Q1 f'20 11/30/19		$5.5		1.3000		$4.3				$17.6				Q1 f'20		$17.6				$17.6

		Q2 f'20 2/29/20		$4.8		1.3000		$3.7				$16.9				Q2 f'20		$16.9				$16.9

		Q3 f'20 5/31/20		$2.7		1.3000		$2.0				$11.3				Q3 f'20		$11.3				$11.3

		Q4 f'20 9/30/20		$1.9		1.3000		$1.5				$11.2				Q4 f'20		$11.2				$11.2																		IQTP Add CAD

		Q1 f'21 11/30/20		$4.0		1.3164		$3.0				$18.1				Q1 f'21		$18.1				$18.1																		$4.0

		Q2 f'21 2/28/21		$6.2		1.2699		$4.9				$19.7				Q2 f'21		$19.7		$4.3		$24.0																		$1.9

		Q3 f'21 5/31/21		$8.8		1.2274		$7.2				$26.9				Q3 f'21		$26.9		$8.8		$35.7																		$0.0





																		GAAP		Proforma		Proforma

																Period		Caldwell		IQTP		Consol

																Q1 f'20 11/30/19		$17.6		$5.5		$23.1

																Q2 f'20 2/29/20		$16.9		$4.8		$21.7

																Q3 f'20 5/31/20		$11.3		$2.7		$13.9

																Q4 f'20 9/30/20		$11.2		$1.9		$13.1

																Q1 f'21 11/30/20		$18.1		$4.0		$22.0

																Q2 f'21 2/28/21		$19.7		$6.2		$25.9

																Q3 f'21 5/31/21		$26.9		$8.8		$35.7



IQTalent Partners (proforma)



 CAD IQTP 	

 Q1 f'20 11/30/19 	 Q2 f'20 2/29/20 	 Q3 f'20 5/31/20 	 Q4 f'20 9/30/20 	 Q1 f'21 11/30/20 	 Q2 f'21 2/28/21 	 Q3 f'21 5/31/21 	5.5445000000000002	4.7905000000000006	2.6520000000000001	1.8993000000000002	3.9965904000000001	6.1983819000000002	8.8209999999999997	 CAD IQTP 	

 Q1 f'20 11/30/19 	 Q2 f'20 2/29/20 	 Q3 f'20 5/31/20 	 Q4 f'20 9/30/20 	 Q1 f'21 11/30/20 	 Q2 f'21 2/28/21 	 Q3 f'21 5/31/21 	5.5445000000000002	4.7905000000000006	2.6520000000000001	1.8993000000000002	3.9965904000000001	6.1983819000000002	8.8209999999999997	 CAD IQTP 	

 Q1 f'20 11/30/19 	 Q2 f'20 2/29/20 	 Q3 f'20 5/31/20 	 Q4 f'20 9/30/20 	 Q1 f'21 11/30/20 	 Q2 f'21 2/28/21 	 Q3 f'21 5/31/21 	5.5445000000000002	4.7905000000000006	2.6520000000000001	1.8993000000000002	3.9965904000000001	6.1983819000000002	8.8209999999999997	 CAD IQTP 	

 Q1 f'20 11/30/19 	 Q2 f'20 2/29/20 	 Q3 f'20 5/31/20 	 Q4 f'20 9/30/20 	 Q1 f'21 11/30/20 	 Q2 f'21 2/28/21 	 Q3 f'21 5/31/21 	5.5445000000000002	4.7905000000000006	2.6520000000000001	1.8993000000000002	3.9965904000000001	6.1983819000000002	8.8209999999999997	 Exec Search 	

 Q1 f'20 11/30/19 	 Q2 f'20 2/29/20 	 Q3	 f'20 5/31/20 	 Q4 f'20 9/30/20 	 Q1 f'21 11/30/20 	 Q2 f'21 2/28/21 	 Q3 f'21 5/31/21 	17.556999999999999	16.896000000000001	11.262	11.151999999999999	18.053000000000001	19.724	26.914000000000001	 Exec Search 	

 Q1 f'20 11/30/19 	 Q2 f'20 2/29/20 	 Q3 f'20 5/31/20 	 Q4 f'20 9/30/20 	 Q1 f'21 11/30/20 	 Q2 f'21 2/28/21 	 Q3 f'21 5/31/21 	17.556999999999999	16.896000000000001	11.262	11.151999999999999	18.053000000000001	19.724	26.914000000000001	 Exec Search 	

 Q1 f'20 11/30/19 	 Q2 f'20 2/29/20 	 Q3 f'20 5/31/20 	 Q4 f'20 9/30/20 	 Q1 f'21 11/30/20 	 Q2 f'21 2/28/21 	 Q3 f'21 5/31/21 	17.556999999999999	16.896000000000001	11.262	11.151999999999999	18.053000000000001	19.724	26.914000000000001	 Exec Search 	

 Q1 f'20 11/30/19 	 Q2 f'20 2/29/20 	 Q3 f'20 5/31/20 	 Q4 f'20 9/30/20 	 Q1 f'21 11/30/20 	 Q2 f'21 2/28/21 	 Q3 f'21 5/31/21 	17.556999999999999	16.896000000000001	11.262	11.151999999999999	18.053000000000001	19.724	26.914000000000001	



Caldwell Executive Search



 Exec Search 	

 Q1 f'20 11/30/19 	 Q2 f'20 2/29/20 	 Q3 f'20 5/31/20 	 Q4 f'20 9/30/20 	 Q1 f'21 11/30/20 	 Q2 f'21 2/28/21 	 Q3 f'21 5/31/21 	17.556999999999999	16.896000000000001	11.262	11.151999999999999	18.053000000000001	19.724	26.914000000000001	 Exec Search 	

 Q1 f'20 11/30/19 	 Q2 f'20 2/29/20 	 Q3 f'20 5/31/20 	 Q4 f'20 9/30/20 	 Q1 f'21 11/30/20 	 Q2 f'21 2/28/21 	 Q3 f'21 5/31/21 	17.556999999999999	16.896000000000001	11.262	11.151999999999999	18.053000000000001	19.724	26.914000000000001	 CAD IQTP 	

 Q1 f'20 11/30/19 	 Q2 f'20 2/29/20 	 Q3 f'20 5/31/20 	 Q4 f'20 9/30/20 	 Q1 f'21 11/30/20 	 Q2 f'21 2/28/21 	 Q3 f'21 5/31/21 	5.5445000000000002	4.7905000000000006	2.6520000000000001	1.8993000000000002	3.9965904000000001	6.1983819000000002	8.8209999999999997	 CAD IQTP 	

 Q1 f'20 11/30/19 	 Q2 f'20 2/29/20 	 Q3 f'20 5/31/20 	 Q4 f'20 9/30/20 	 Q1 f'21 11/30/20 	 Q2 f'21 2/28/21 	 Q3 f'21 5/31/21 	5.5445000000000002	4.7905000000000006	2.6520000000000001	1.8993000000000002	3.9965904000000001	6.1983819000000002	8.8209999999999997	



Reported Professional Fees



 Caldwell 	

 Q1 f'20 	 Q2 f'20 	 Q3 f'20 	 Q4 f'20 	 Q1 f'21 	 Q2 f'21 	 Q3 f'21 	17.556999999999999	16.896000000000001	11.262	11.15199999	9999999	18.053000000000001	19.724	26.914000000000001	 IQTP 	

 Q1 f'20 	 Q2 f'20 	 Q3 f'20 	 Q4 f'20 	 Q1 f'21 	 Q2 f'21 	 Q3 f'21 	4.2850000000000001	8.8209999999999997	 Consol 	

 Q1 f'20 	 Q2 f'20 	 Q3 f'20 	 Q4 f'20 	 Q1 f'21 	 Q2 f'21 	 Q3 f'21 	17.556999999999999	16.896000000000001	11.262	11.151999999999999	18.053000000000001	24.009	35.734999999999999	







Proforma Professional Fees (CAD $ in millions)



 Caldwell 	

 Q1 f'20 11/30/19 	 Q2 f'20 2/29/20 	 Q3 f'20 5/31/20 	 Q4 f'20 9/30/20 	 Q1 f'21 11/30/20 	 Q2 f'21 2/28/21 	 Q3 f'21 5/31/21 	17.556999999999999	16.896000000000001	11.262	11.151999999999999	18.053000000000001	19.724	26.914000000000001	 IQTP 	

 Q1 f'20 11/30/19 	 Q2 f'20 2/29/20 	 Q3 f'20 5/31/20 	 Q4 f'20 9/30/20 	 Q1 f'21 11/30/20 	 Q2 f'21 2/28/21 	 Q3 f'21 5/31/21 	5.5445000000000002	4.7905000000000006	2.6520000000000001	1.8993000000000002	3.9965904000000001	6.1983819000000002	8.8209999999999997	 Consol 	

 Q1 f'20 11/30/19 	 Q2 f'20 2/29/20 	 Q3 f'20 5/31/20 	 Q4 f'20 9/30/20 	 Q1 f'21 11/30/20 	 Q2 f'21 2/28/21 	 Q3 f'21 5/31/21 	23.101499999999998	21.686500000000002	13.914000000000001	13.051299999999999	22.0495904	25.92238	1900000001	35.734999999999999	









Revenue History $MM

						Caldwell		IQTP		Total				Canada		US		UK		Total

				f'08		$14.5				$14.5				$14.5		$0.0		$0.0		$14.5

				f'09		$12.7				$12.7				$11.0		$1.7		$0.0		$12.7								1000

				f'10		$26.9				$26.9				$12.0		$14.9		$0.0		$26.9

				f'11		$34.2				$34.2				$12.8		$21.5		$0.0		$34.2

				f'12		$32.7				$32.7				$10.2		$22.5		$0.0		$32.7

				f'13		$33.8				$33.8				$11.6		$22.3		$0.0		$33.8

				f'14		$45.1				$45.1				$13.4		$31.7		$0.0		$45.1

				f'15		$54.5				$54.5				$16.4		$37.1		$1.0		$54.5

				f'16		$58.7				$58.7				$12.5		$44.0		$2.2		$58.7				5.5%

				f'17		$57.8				$57.8				$15.2		$41.7		$1.0		$57.8

				f'18		$66.5				$66.5				$14.5		$49.8		$2.2		$66.5

				f'19		$70.4				$70.4				$16.2		$53.3		$1.0		$70.4

				f'20		$56.9				$56.9				$10.8		$42.8		$3.2		$56.9

				f'21 TTM 5/31		$75.8		$13.1		$88.9										$75.8

				Q3 5/31 annualized		$107.7		$35.3		$142.9										$107.7



		2009		$12.7

		2019		$70.4		years

		CAGR		18.7%		10

		2010		$26.9

		2019		$70.4		years

		CAGR		11.3%		9

		2010		$26.9

		TTM 2020		$88.9		years

		CAGR		11.5%		11

		2013		$33.8

		TTM 2020		$88.9		years

		CAGR		17.5%		6



Annual Professional Fees Trend (CAD $ in millions)



Caldwell	

f'10	f'11	f'12	f'13	f'14	f'15	f'16	f'17	f'18	f'19	f'20	f'21 TTM 5/31	Q3 5/31 annualized	26.904	34.238	32.703000000000003	33.802999999999997	45.085999999999999	54.527000000000008	58.747999999999998	57.805	66.512	70.448999999999998	56.866999999999997	75.843000000000004	107.65600000000001	IQTP	

f'10	f'11	f'12	f'13	f'14	f'15	f'16	f'17	f'18	f'19	f'20	f'21 TTM 5/31	Q3 5/31 annualized	13.106	35.283999999999999	Total	[VALUE]
[VALUE]

f'10	f'11	f'12	f'13	f'14	f'15	f'16	f'17	f'18	f'19	f'20	f'21 TTM 5/31	Q3 5/31 annualized	26.904	34.238	32.703000000000003	33.802999999999997	45.085999999999999	54.527000000000008	58.747999999999998	57.805	66.512	70.448999999999998	56.866999999999997	88.948999999999998	142.94	



Annual Professional Fees Trend (CAD $ in millions)

Caldwell	
f'16	f'17	f'18	f'19	f'20	f'21 TTM 5/31	58.747999999999998	57.805	66.512	70.448999999999998	56.866999999999997	75.843000000000004	IQTP	
f'16	f'17	f'18	f'19	f'20	f'21 TTM 5/31	13.106	Total	[VALUE]

f'16	f'17	f'18	f'19	f'20	f'21 TTM 5/31	58.747999999999998	57.805	66.512	70.448999999999998	56.866999999999997	88.948999999999998	[VALUE]




Annual Professional Fees Trend (CAD $ in millions)

Caldwell	
f'10	f'11	f'12	f'13	f'14	f'15	f'16	f'17	f'18	f'19	f'20	f'21 TTM 5/31	26.904	34.238	32.703000000000003	33.802999999999997	45.085999999999999	54.527000000000008	58.747999999999998	57.805	66.512	70.448999999999998	56.866999999999997	75.843000000000004	IQTP	
f'10	f'11	f'12	f'13	f'14	f'15	f'16	f'17	f'18	f'19	f'20	f'21 TTM 5/31	13.106	Total	[VALUE]

f'10	f'11	f'12	f'13	f'14	f'15	f'16	f'17	f'18	f'19	f'20	f'21 TTM 5/31	26.904	34.238	32.703000000000003	33.802999999999997	45.085999999999999	54.527000000000008	58.747999999999998	57.805	66.512	70.448999999999998	56.866999999999997	88.948999999999998	[VALUE]




Annual Professional Fees Trend (CAD $ in millions)

Caldwell	
f'10	f'11	f'12	f'13	f'14	f'15	f'16	f'17	f'18	f'19	f'20	f'21 TTM 5/31	Q3 5/31 annualized	26.904	34.238	32.703000000000003	33.802999999999997	45.085999999999999	54.527000000000008	58.747999999999998	57.805	66.512	70.448999999999998	56.866999999999997	75.843000000000004	107.65600000000001	IQTP	
f'10	f'11	f'12	f'13	f'14	f'15	f'16	f'17	f'18	f'19	f'20	f'21 TTM 5/31	Q3 5/31 annualized	13.106	35.283999999999999	Total	[VALUE]
[VALUE]

f'10	f'11	f'12	f'13	f'14	f'15	f'16	f'17	f'18	f'19	f'20	f'21 TTM 5/31	Q3 5/31 annualized	26.904	34.238	32.703000000000003	33.802999999999997	45.085999999999999	54.527000000000008	58.747999999999998	57.805	66.512	70.448999999999998	56.866999999999997	88.948999999999998	142.94	





Revenue History $000s

						Caldwell		IQTP		Total				Canada		US		UK		Total

				f'08		14,534				$14,534				14,534		0		0		$14,534

				f'09		12,706				$12,706				11,027		1,679		0		$12,706

				f'10		26,904				$26,904				11,977		14,927		0		$26,904

				f'11		34,238				$34,238				12,784		21,454		0		$34,238

				f'12		32,703				$32,703				10,182		22,521		0		$32,703

				f'13		33,803				$33,803				11,551		22,252		0		$33,803

				f'14		45,086				$45,086				13,394		31,692		0		$45,086

				f'15		54,527				$54,527				16,416		37,136		975		$54,527

				f'16		58,748				$58,748				12,513		44,047		2,188		$58,748

				f'17		57,805				$57,805				15,162		41,658		985		$57,805

				f'18		66,512				$66,512				14,546		49,770		2,196		$66,512

				f'19		70,449				$70,449				16,197		53,282		970		$70,449				6.2%

				f'20		56,867				$56,867				10,784		42,842		3,241		$56,867

				TTM 5/31		75,843		13,106		$88,949										$75,843

				Q3 5/31 run-rate		107,656		35,284		$142,940										$107,656



		2009		12,706

		2019		70,449

		CAGR		18.7%



Annual Professional Fees Trend (CAD $000s)



Caldwell	

f'08	f'09	f'10	f'11	f'12	f'13	f'14	f'15	f'16	f'17	f'18	f'19	f'20	TTM 5/31	Q3 5/31 run-rate	14534	12706	26904	34238	32703	33803	45086	54527	58748	57805	66512	70449	56867	75843	107656	IQTP	

f'08	f'09	f'10	f'11	f'12	f'13	f'14	f'15	f'16	f'17	f'18	f'19	f'20	TTM 5/31	Q3 5/31 run-rate	13106	35284	Total	[VALUE]

f'08	f'09	f'10	f'11	f'12	f'13	f'14	f'15	f'16	f'17	f'18	f'19	f'20	TTM 5/31	Q3 5/31 run-rate	14534	12706	26904	34238	32703	33803	45086	54527	58748	57805	66512	70449	56867	88949	142940	





Revenue by Geography

						Revenue

				United States		$   110,000

				Canada		$   10,000

				UK/Other		$   5,000



 Run-rate Revenue 



 Revenue 	

 United States 	 Canada 	 UK/Other 	110000	10000	5000	



Revenue Trend $000s

																				Canadian Dollars

				post-elim				post-elim				CAD GAAP								GAAP		GAAP		GAAP

		Period		CAD IQTP		f/x		USD IQTP				Exec Search						Period		Caldwell		IQTP		Consol

		Q1 f'20		$   5,545		1.3000		$   4,265				$   17,557						Q1 f'20		$   17,557		$   - 0		$   17,557

		Q2 f'20		$   4,791		1.3000		$   3,685				$   16,896						Q2 f'20		$   16,896		$   - 0		$   16,896

		Q3 f'20		$   2,652		1.3000		$   2,040				$   11,262						Q3 f'20		$   11,262		$   - 0		$   11,262																		Pre-acq revenue

		Q4 f'20		$   1,899		1.3000		$   1,461				$   11,152						Q4 f'20		$   11,152		$   - 0		$   11,152																		IQTP Add CAD		USD

		Q1 f'21		$   3,997		1.3164		$   3,036				$   18,053						Q1 f'21		$   18,053		$   - 0		$   18,053																		3,997		3,036

		Q2 f'21		$   6,198		1.2699		$   4,881				$   19,724						Q2 f'21		$   19,724		$   4,285		$   24,009																		1,913		1,507

		Q3 f'21		$   8,821		1.2274		$   7,187				$   26,914						Q3 f'21		$   26,914		$   8,821		$   35,735

		Q4 f'21		$   10,181		1.2600		$   8,080				$   31,428						Q4 f'21		$   31,428		$   10,181		$   41,609

																																										5,910		4,543



																				GAAP		Proforma		Proforma

																		Period		Caldwell		IQTP		Consol

																		Q1 f'20		$   17,557		$   5,545		$   23,102

																		Q2 f'20		$   16,896		$   4,791		$   21,687

																		Q3 f'20		$   11,262		$   2,652		$   13,914

																		Q4 f'20		$   11,152		$   1,899		$   13,051

																		Q1 f'21		$   18,053		$   3,997		$   22,050

																		Q2 f'21		$   19,724		$   6,198		$   25,922

																		Q3 f'21		$   26,914		$   8,821		$   35,735

																		Q4 f'21		$   31,428		$   10,181		$   41,609

																		YTD f'21		$   96,119		$   23,287		$   119,406



IQTalent Partners (proforma)



 CAD IQTP 	

 Q1 f'20 	 Q2 f'20 	 Q3 f'20 	 Q4 f'20 	 Q1 f'21 	 Q2 f'21 	 Q3 f'21 	5544.5	4790.5	2652	1899.3	3996.5904	6198.3819000000003	8821	 CAD IQTP 	

 Q1 f'20 	 Q2 f'20 	 Q3 f'20 	 Q4 f'20 	 Q1 f'21 	 Q2 f'21 	 Q3 f'21 	5544.5	4790.5	2652	1899.3	3996.5904	6198.3819000000003	8821	 CAD IQTP 	

 Q1 f'20 	 Q2 f'20 	 Q3 f'20 	 Q4 f'20 	 Q1 f'21 	 Q2 f'21 	 Q3 f'21 	5544.5	4790.5	2652	1899.3	3996.5904	6198.3819000000003	8821	 CAD IQTP 	

 Q1 f'20 	 Q2 f'20 	 Q3 f'20 	 Q4 f'20 	 Q1 f'21 	 Q2 f'21 	 Q3 f'21 	5544.5	4790.5	2652	1899.3	3996.5904	6198.3819000000003	8821	 Exec Search 	

 Q1 f'20 	 Q2 f'20 	 Q3 f'20 	 Q4 f'20 	 Q1 f'21 	 Q2 f'21 	 Q3 f'21 	17557	16896	11262	11152	18053	19724	26914	 Exec Search 	

 Q1 f'20 	 Q2 f'20 	 Q3 f'20 	 Q4 f'20 	 Q1 f'21 	 Q2 f'21 	 Q3 f'21 	17557	16896	11262	11152	18053	19724	26914	 Exec Search 	

 Q1 f'20 	 Q2 f'20 	 Q3 f'20 	 Q4 f'20 	 Q1 f'21 	 Q2 f'21 	 Q3 f'21 	17557	16896	11262	11152	18053	19724	26914	 Exec Search 	

 Q1 f'20 	 Q2 f'20 	 Q3 f'20 	 Q4 f'20 	 Q1 f'21 	 Q2 f'21 	 Q3 f'21 	17557	16896	11262	11152	18053	19724	26914	



Caldwell Executive Search



 Exec Search 	

 Q1 f'20 	 Q2 f'20 	 Q3 f'20 	 Q4 f'20 	 Q1 f'21 	 Q2 f'21 	 Q3 f'21 	17557	16896	11262	11152	18053	19724	26914	 Exec Search 	

 Q1 f'20 	 Q2 f'20 	 Q3 f'20 	 Q4 f'20 	 Q1 f'21 	 Q2 f'21 	 Q3 f'21 	17557	16896	11262	11152	18053	19724	26914	 CAD IQTP 	

 Q1 f'20 	 Q2 f'20 	 Q3 f'20 	 Q4 f'20 	 Q1 f'21 	 Q2 f'21 	 Q3 f'21 	5544.5	4790.5	2652	1899.3	3996.5904	6198.3819000000003	8821	 CAD IQTP 	

 Q1 f'20 	 Q2 f'20 	 Q3 f'20 	 Q4 f'20 	 Q1 f'21 	 Q2 f'21 	 Q3 f'21 	5544.5	4790.5	2652	1899.3	3996.5904	6198.3819000000003	8821	



Reported Professional Fees



 Caldwell 	

 Q1 f'20 	 Q2 f'20 	 Q3 f'20 	 Q4 f'20 	 Q1 f'21 	 Q2 f'21 	 Q3 f'21 	17557	16896	11262	11152	18053	19724	26914	 IQTP 	

 Q1 f'20 	 Q2 f'20 	 Q3 f'20 	 Q4 f'20 	 Q1 f'21 	 Q2 f'21 	 Q3 f'21 	0	0	0	0	0	4285	8821	 Consol 	

 Q1 f'20 	 Q2 f'20 	 Q3 f'20 	 Q4 f'20 	 Q1 f'21 	 Q2 f'21 	 Q3 f'21 	17557	16896	11262	11152	18053	24009	35735	







Proforma Professional Fees



 Caldwell 	

 Q1 f'20 	 Q2 f'20 	 Q3 f'20 	 Q4 f'20 	 Q1 f'21 	 Q2 f'21 	 Q3 f'21 	 Q4 f'21 	17557	16896	11262	11152	18053	19724	26914	31428	 IQTP 	

 Q1 f'20 	 Q2 f'20 	 Q3 f'20 	 Q4 f'20 	 Q1 f'21 	 Q2 f'21 	 Q3 f'21 	 Q4 f'21 	5544.5	4790.5	2652	1899.3	3996.5904	6198.3819000000003	8821	10181	 Consol 	

 Q1 f'20 	 Q2 f'20 	 Q3 f'20 	 Q4 f'20 	 Q1 f'21 	 Q2 f'21 	 Q3 f'21 	 Q4 f'21 	23101.5	21686.5	13914	13051.3	22049.590400000001	25922.3819	35735	41609	









f'20 first_second half

				First Half		Second Half				Full Year

		($000s Canadian)		f'20 Actual		f'20 Actual		Change		f'20 Actual



		Revenue, net of reimb.		34,453		22,414		(12,039)		56,867		-34.9%



		Cost of Sales		26,490		17,862		(8,628)		44,352

		Government Stimulus		- 0		(2,446)		(2,446)		(2,446)

		Gross Profit		7,963		6,998		(965)		14,961

		Gross Margin		23.1%		31.2%		8.0%		26.3%



		General & Administrative		7,236		4,352		(2,884)		11,588

		Government Stimulus		- 0		(393)		(393)		(393)

		Operating Profit		727		3,039		2,312		3,766



		Interest Expense		(128)		(239)		(111)		(367)

		Investment Income (loss)		136		(741)		(877)		(605)

		f/x gain (loss)		141		38		(103)		179

		Income Taxes		(98)		(29)		69		(127)

		Net Income		778		2,068		1,290		2,846



		Operating Profit excl. stimulus		727		200		(527)		927





				August														Q1 f'21		Year-end		Q3 f'20		Q2 f'20		Q1 f'20		Year-end		Year-end

																$ Millions		Nov-20		Aug-20		May-20		Feb-20		Nov-19		Aug-19		Aug-18

																Total Cash/Investments		$19.4		$14.5		$14.9		$10.4		$18.5		$16.5		$20.7

																Unencumbered Cash		$12.6		$11.1		$10.1		$7.5		$9.7		$7.3		$9.6















YTD Q1 f'21

				Q1 F'21		Q1 F'20

		($000s Canadian)		Actual		Actual		Change



		Revenue, net of reimb.		18,053		17,557		496				2.8%



		Cost of Sales		13,337		13,467		(130)

		Government Stimulus		(110)		- 0		(110)

		Gross Profit		4,826		4,090		736

		Gross Margin		26.7%		23.3%		148.4%



		Government Stimulus		- 0		- 0

		General & Administrative		3,399		3,695		(296)

		Operating Profit		1,427		395		1,032



		Interest Expense		(107)		(66)		(41)

		Investment Income (loss)		9		71		(62)

		f/x gain (loss)		(34)		153		(187)

		Income Taxes		(361)		(91)		(270)

		Net Income		934		462		472



		Operating Profit excl. stimulus		1,317		395		922





				August														Q1 f'21		Year-end		Q3 f'20		Q2 f'20		Q1 f'20		Year-end		Year-end

																$ Millions		Nov-20		Aug-20		May-20		Feb-20		Nov-19		Aug-19		Aug-18

																Total Cash/Investments		$19.4		$14.5		$14.9		$10.4		$18.5		$16.5		$20.7

																Unencumbered Cash		$12.6		$11.1		$10.1		$7.5		$9.7		$7.3		$9.6















YTD Q4 f'20

				YTD F'20		YTD F'19

		($000s Canadian)		Actual		Actual		Change



		Revenue, net of reimb.		56,867		70,449		(13,582)		-19.3%



		Search Delivery Costs		44,352		53,046		(8,694)

		Gross Profit		12,515		17,403		(4,888)

		Gross Margin		22.0%		24.7%		36.0%



		General & Administrative		11,588		14,074		(2,486)

		Operating Profit		927		3,329		(2,402)



		Government stimulus		2,839		- 0		2,839

		Goodwill impairment		- 0		(1,521)		1,521

		Interest Expense		(367)		- 0		(367)

		Investment Income (loss)		(605)		211		(816)

		f/x gain (loss)		179		(168)		347

		Income Taxes		(127)		(1,526)		1,399

		Net Income		2,846		325		2,521

				August												Year-end		Q3 f'20		Q2 f'20		Q1 f'20		Year-end		Year-end

														$ Millions		Aug-20		May-20		Feb-20		Nov-19		Aug-19		Aug-18

														Total Cash/Investments		$14.5		$14.9		$10.4		$18.5		$16.5		$20.7

														Unencumbered Cash		$11.1		$10.1		$7.5		$9.7		$7.3		$9.6





Q4 f'20

				Q4 F'20		Q4 F'19

		($000s Canadian)		Actual		Actual		Change



		Revenue, net of reimb.		11,152		20,573		(9,421)		-45.8%



		Search Delivery Costs		8,696		14,838		(6,142)

		Gross Profit		2,456		5,735		(3,279)

		Gross Margin		22.0%		27.9%		34.8%



		General & Administrative		2,752		4,460		(1,708)

		Operating Profit		(296)		1,275		(1,571)



		Government stimulus		2,598		- 0		2,598

		Goodwill impairment		- 0		(1,521)		1,521

		Interest Expense		(147)		- 0		(147)

		Investment Income (loss)		7		67		(60)

		f/x gain (loss)		128		(105)		233

		Income Taxes		282		(670)		952

		Net Income		2,572		(954)		3,526

				August												Q3 f'20		Q1 f'20		Year-end		Year-end

														$ Millions		May-20		Nov-19		Aug-19		Aug-18

														Total Cash/Investments		$14.9		$18.5		$16.5		$20.7

														Unencumbered Cash		$10.1		$9.7		$7.3		$9.6





Q3 f'20

				Q3 F'20		Q3 F'19

		($000s Canadian)		Actual		Actual		Change



		Revenue, net of reimb.		11,262		19,573		(8,311)



		Search Delivery Costs		8,925		14,704		(5,779)

		Gross Profit		2,337		4,869		(2,532)

		Gross Margin		20.8%		24.9%		30.5%



		General & Administrative		1,690		3,330		(1,640)

		Operating Profit		647		1,539		(892)



		Interest Expense		(92)		- 0		(92)

		Investment Income (loss)		(748)		88		(836)

		Income Taxes		(311)		(592)		281

		Net Income		(504)		1,035		(1,539)

				August												Year-end		Q3 f'20		Q2 f'20		Q1 f'20		Year-end		Year-end

														$ Millions		Aug-19		May-20		Feb-20		Nov-19		Aug-19		Aug-18

														Total Cash/Investments		$14.5		$14.9		$10.4		$18.5		$16.5		$20.7

														Unencumbered Cash		$11.1		$10.1		$7.5		$9.7		$7.3		$9.6





YTD f'20

				F'20		F'19

		($000s Canadian)		Actual		Actual		Change



		Net Revenue		45,715		49,876		(4,161)



		Search Delivery Costs		35,415		38,208		(2,793)

		Gross Profit		10,300		11,668		(1,368)

		Gross Margin		22.5%		23.4%		32.9%



		General & Administrative		8,785		9,677		(892)

		Operating Profit		1,515		1,991		(476)



		Interest Expense		(220)		- 0		(220)

		Investment Income (loss)		(612)		144		(756)

		Income Taxes		(409)		(856)		447

		Net Income		274		1,279		(1,005)

				34,453		30,303		4,150

								14%						$ Millions		2019		2018		2017		2016

														Total Cash/Investments		$16.5		$20.7		$16.1		$13.4

				22,414		40,146		(17,732)						Unencumbered Cash		$7.3		$9.6		$7.9		$6.3

								-0.4416878394





YTD f'19

				F'19		F'18

		($000s Canadian)		Actual		Actual		Change



		Net Revenue		70,449		66,883		3,566



		Search Delivery Costs		53,046		48,968		4,078

		Gross Profit		17,403		17,915		(512)

		Gross Margin		24.7%		26.8%		-14.4%



		General & Administrative		14,242		13,949		293

		Operating Profit		3,161		3,966		(805)



		Goodwill impairment		(1,521)		- 0		(1,521)

		Investment Income		211		14		197

		Income Taxes		(1,526)		(1,965)		439

		Net Income		325		2,015		(1,047)

				August

														$ Millions		2019		2018		2017		2016

														Total Cash/Investments		$16.5		$20.7		$16.1		$13.4

														Unencumbered Cash		$7.3		$9.6		$7.9		$6.3





Q3 f'19

				Q3 F'19		Q3 F'19		Q3 F'18

		($000s Canadian)		Actual		Plan		Actual



		Net Revenue		19,574		18,352		18,029



		Search Delivery Costs		14,704		13,818		13,099

		Gross Profit		4,870		4,534		4,930

		Gross Margin		24.9%		24.7%		27.3%



		General & Administrative		3,332		3,517		3,649

		Operating Profit		1,538		1,017		1,281



		Investment Income		89		- 0		2

		Income Taxes		592		319		500

		Net Income		1,035		698		783





image1.emf

MayAugustAugust


$ Millions201820172016


Total Cash/Investments16.1$            16.1$            13.4$            


Unencumbered Cash8.7$              7.9$              6.3$              






IQTALENT 
PARTNERS (IQTP) 
METRICS

Similarly strong 
business 
momentum—new 
clients and higher 
utilization fueling 
revenue and 
profit growth
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Professional fees

Gross profit

Adjusted EBITDA*
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FINANCIAL 
HIGHLIGHTS

IQTP’s contribution 
reflected only since 
acquisition date on 
12/31/20 (two 
months in Q2 f’21 
and full quarter in 
Q3 f’21)
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• See appendix for details 
of EBITDA adjustments

(CAD $ in millions) Annual detail Quarterly detail



AN ATTRACTIVE 
INVESTMENT 
OPPORTUNITY

— Growing cash flow with a (net) debt-free balance sheet

— Attractive valuation: currently trading at a trailing EV/EBITDA multiple of 
~6x – far below industry peers 

— Experiencing transformative growth with the recent acquisition of IQTP

— Multiple opportunities to expand talent solutions across all life-cycle stages

— Leadership team and Board – together owning more than 40% of Caldwell’s 
shares – aligned with shareholders and committed to maximizing value

16

“Our vision for our two segments working in tandem is for IQTP to be a constant 
presence at our clients, providing recurring talent acquisition support, with Caldwell 
engaged for higher-end retained executive searches not undertaken by our clients’ 
in-house teams. Together we will be a seamless integration into the talent 
acquisition needs at all levels for our clients. We will continue to review business 
and technology acquisition opportunities that align with client-driven talent 
offerings and our belief that Talent Transforms.”
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APPENDIX 1:

BOARD OF 
DIRECTORS

Elias Vamvakas, Director and Chair of the Board (2019)
Mr. Vamvakas is the Chairman, CEO and founder of Greybrook Capital, and Chairman of Greenbrook-TMS NeuroHealth centers, (TSX:GTMS). 
He is also Founder of TLC Vision.

Paul Daoust, Director and Chair of the Nomination, Corporate Governance and Compensation Committee (2013)
Mr. Daoust is an experienced board director and CEO/senior executive with a successful track record in both turnaround and growth situations in 
human resources, technology and insurance industries. Previous operating experience includes more than 28 years with Watson Wyatt (now 
Willis Towers Watson), including 5 years as global chief operating officer and 9 years as a board director.

Darcy Morris, Director and Chair of the Investment Committee (2018)
Mr. Morris is the co-founder of Ewing Morris & Co. Investment Partners. He currently serves on the boards of Caldwell Partners, Cedar 
Realty Trust (NYSE: CDR), the Toronto Public Library Foundation and the Art Gallery of Ontario (AGO) Foundation.

John Wallace, Director and Chief Executive Officer (2009)
Mr. Wallace is the CEO of Caldwell Partners. John draws on 20 years of successful executive search direction experience to drive
exceptional results based on objective measures, market intelligence, strategic planning initiatives, and clear targets for growth. 

Kathryn A. Welsh, Director and Chair of the Audit Committee (2009)
Ms. Welsh is an experienced director and former senior financial executive. Her expertise covers a broad range of sectors with experience in 
M&A in both public and private companies. She also currently serves as Director and Audit Committee Chair for Pizza Pizza Royalty Corp.

David Windley, Director and President, IQTalent Partners (2021)
Mr. Windley is the President of IQTalent Partners. He sits on the Tennant Company Board of Directors as the Compensation Committee Chair in 
addition to earning an appointment to the Board of Directors with the DHI Group. He is a Governance Fellow with the National Association of 
Corporate Directors (NACD) and served as the Board Chair for the Society for Human Resources Management (SHRM) through 2020.

John Young, Director (2019)
Mr. Young is the CEO of Boat Rocker Media and the Chair of the Board of the Academy of Canadian Cinema and Television and a member of the 
Board of SIR Corp. He is also the Chairman of the Board of Feeding Canadian Kids, a Canadian charity committed to feeding nutritious dinners to 
children in underprivileged communities who suffer food insecurity.



APPENDIX 2:

REPORTING 
SHAREHOLDERS 
(PER SEDI)

D&O interests 
aligned with 
public 
shareholders
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Name Title/Relation Shares Owned %
Darcy Morris Director (CEO, Ewing Morris & Co.) 3,820,250            15.0%
David Windley President, IQTP; Director 1,810,904            7.1%
Tom Milic VP, Accounts Management, IQTP; Co-founder, IQTP 1,630,341            6.4%
Chris Murdock Chief Sourcing Officer, IQTP; Co-founder, IQTP 1,555,847            6.1%
John Wallace CEO, Caldwell; Director 765,500                3.0%
Chris Beck President and CFO, Caldwell 375,000                1.5%
Elias Vamvakas Director 275,000                1.1%
Paul Daoust Director 250,000                1.0%
Mike Falagario Vice President, Finance, Caldwell 180,000                0.7%
Kathy Welsh Director 40,000                  0.2%
John Young Director 8,777                     0.0%

Subtotal Reporting Management/Board 10,711,619          42.0%
Doug Caldwell Founder of Caldwell (no current relationship) 2,772,807            10.9%
Other 12,021,267          47.1%

Total outstanding 25,505,693          100.0%

* Includes 27,550 shares held directly and 3,792,700 held indirectly by
Ewing Morris & Co. Investment Partners Ltd.



APPENDIX 3:

FINANCIAL 
HIGHLIGHTS
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• Government stimulus received in both US and Canada—now complete

• Acquisition costs represent IQTP deal fees and accrual of deferred purchase price structured as 
compensation expense

fiscal '19 fiscal '20 fiscal '21 Q1 f'21 Q2 f'21 Q3 f'21 Q4 f'21
($000s Canadian) 8/31/2020 8/31/2020 8/31/2021 11/30/2020 2/28/2021 5/31/2021 8/31/2021

Professional fees 70,449      56,867      119,407       18,053      24,009      35,735      41,610      

Cost of sales 53,046        41,906        90,287          13,227        17,923        26,669        32,468        
Gross profit 17,403        14,961        29,120          4,826         6,086         9,066         9,142         
Gross margin 24.7% 26.3% 24.4% 26.7% 25.3% 25.4% 22.0%

General & administrative 15,595        11,195        23,191          3,399         6,033         5,849         7,910         
Operating Profit 1,808        3,766        5,929           1,427        53              3,217        1,232        

Adjustments to operating profit:
D&A 614            461            412               93              108            115            96              
UK goodwill impairment 1,521         -             -               -             -             -             -             
Government stimulus -             (2,839)        (334)              (110)           (156)           (68)             -             
Acquisition-related costs -             -             2,453            225            644            791            793            

Adjusted EBITDA 3,943        1,388        8,460           1,635        649            4,055        2,121        
Adjusted EBITDA margin 5.6% 2.4% 7.1% 9.1% 2.7% 11.3% 5.1%
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